users. In this article we present a new approach. Focusing on the special case of managing abstract syntax trees in structure-oriented environments, we show how automatic transformers can be generated in terms of an implementor's changes to the grammar of these environments.
THE TRANSFORMATIONAL APPROACH
We begin by considering the motivating issues behind this work, the general approach employed by TransformGen, and the difficult design problems implied by such an approach.
The Need for Automated Transformation
A structure-oriented environment typically represents and stores its data as an attributed abstract syntax tree (AST), often called the environment database.3 The set of legal trees is determined by a grammar for that environment.
Like a context-free grammar for a programming language, the grammar of a structure-oriented environment primarily consists of a collec- Each node in a legal abstract syntax tree is an instance of some production in the grammar for the environment, and the type of each child of a node is determined by the corresponding component of the production.
When changes are made to the grammar of a structure-oriented environment, stored trees are usually rendered invalid.
For example, if a production "X:: = ab" in a grammar is changed to "X:: = abc," thus adding a new component to the production, any "X" node in an existing AST will no longer be a valid instance of the new "X" production. When such changes are made, one option is to simply discard all old trees. et al. 1986 ].
In the remainder of this article we show how it is possible to automate the generation of transformers for enhancing structure-oriented environments.
We describe an environment, called TransformGen (for "Transformer Generator"), in which a grammar may be modified. Given a set of grammar changes, TransformGen produces both a new grammar and a transformer that can be automatically applied to convert old trees to new ones. Figure  3 . This rule simply copies instances of P from the old tree to the new. Suppose an implementor swaps the first and second component of P to produce "P:: = bat" in the new grammar. The new entry would contain the default rule shown at the bottom of the figure. When applied to an instance of P, this rule swaps its first two children.
Because the implementor can change grammars and transformation rules only by using the commands provided, TransformGen is able to support two important properties. First, it establishes completeness in the sense that every production in the old grammar will have at least one transformation rule for converting nodes of that production into nodes of productions in the new grammar.
Second, it guarantees soundness in the sense that any tree transformation that takes place will, in fact, result in a legal tree in the new grammar.
(These properties are elaborated in Section 6.)
. For instance, the MODULE-NAME production has a value that 50ur use of the term "class" is therefore quite different from its use in object-oriented languages, where "class" refers to an object type definition. As an example of a major-redefinition command, consider the deletion of a production. When a production is deleted, all nodes built using that production will be illegal in the new database since the production for the node does not exist in the new grammar.
Unless Table 1  Table 2  Table 3 rnapl.z 0 mapx Figure  14 shows a single composed mapping that is equivalent to the two sequential mappings. 
Transformation

A SOLUTION TO THE MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
In this section we step through the generation of a transformer using the example introduced in Section 3.1. The original version of the grammar is shown in Figure  18 . Recall that we would like to change the grammar so that:
-Documentation is associated with each module.
-A module implementation can be written in either C or Lisp. Warn(treampression, 'ha component access for a terminal", F', "in term", 7'); elm if (P is a variable arity production) Wam(treaz.rpression, 'has mmpenent access on a list", P, "in term",~, else if (component number of T is out of renge for P) Wmm(treeexpre5sion, '%as out of range access", ?', "for production", Pk for each production N in component class T of P nextset = TuXtset u [ N ) ; } break; caseparent for each production P ]n currentset I if (P is the root production) Warn(treeexpre8. &m, "parent accew for root production", P, "in term",f or each clam C where P is a member for each production P with C as a component nextset = nextset u { P ); ) break; CaM righti .. similar to "parent" followed by "component"
. break caee let% .. sinular to "parent" followed by "component" . for each production P in .urrentset for each rule R in ?.mbleentry for P resultset = resultset u (new self of R );
for each production P ] n set resuZtset TransformNode is shown in Figure  30 . To transform an individual node, we need to determine which rule in the transformation table entry for the node's production to apply. The entries are indexed by productions from the old version of the grammar. For each entry there may be multiple rules. We apply the first rule whose condition evaluates to true.
There are only two types of rules possible. If the rule specifies a specific production to instantiate, we call ApplyInstantiationRule (shown in Figure  31 ). If it specifies an implementor-defined function to call, we call ApplyFunctionRule (not shown due to its simplicity). If no rules evaluate to true, then we do not transform oldnode. Instead the metanode passed in as newmeta remains unchanged, and the user receives an error message.
ApplyInstantiationRule, shown in Figure  31 , interprets production instantiation rules. A production instantiation rule consists of the name of a production from the new version of the grammar, a rule for providing a value for the production (if required), and rules for constructing each child of the node in a new database.
We construct a node with the new production and . Figure  33 shows a subset of the static productions that replaced it. Figure  34 shows the corresponding transformation Figure  35 shows the body of one of the boolean functions. Vol. 16, No. 3, May 1994 . 767
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